Exploring a Kinetic Model Approach in Biopharmaceutics: Estimating the Fraction Absorbed of Orally Administered Drugs in Humans.
Increasing costs of research and development in the pharmaceutical industry has necessitated a growing interest in the early prediction of human pharmacokinetics of drug candidates. Of growing interest is the need to understand oral absorption, the most common route of small molecule drug administration. The fraction of dose absorbed (%Fa) is considered a critical yet challenging parameter to predict. A kinetic model has been developed and tested to provide an early prediction of the fraction dose absorbed in humans. Unlike the traditional plug-flow model, this model assumes first-order kinetics to estimate the amount of drug present in the stomach and small intestine as a function of time and calculates the amount of drug released and absorbed during the transit. Other variables can be included in calculation as a function of time to better mimic the physiological condition with this approach. Absorption efficiency is assigned along with %Fa to give a quantitative estimate of the limiting factor for oral absorption. The model was tested with literature and in-house compounds. It was found that this model gives a good prediction of human %Fa with a correction coefficient (R2) of 0.8 and greater between predicted and reported %Fa for all compounds.